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EDITORIALS

What is Success?

Leslie C. Dort, DDS, Diplomate, ABDSM, Editor-in-Chief Journal of Dental Sleep Medicine

Calgary, Alberta, Canada

During a recent webinar discussing the latest AASM/AADSM clinical practice guideline for the treatment of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) with oral appliances (OAs) a participant asked whether the guideline defined what is considered treatment success with oral appliance therapy. This question has a number of answers depending on where OA therapy is placed in the treatment recommendations for OSA. If OAs are to be considered for all severities then evidence suggesting outcomes equivalent to other treatments, primarily CPAP, is required. Does that evidence exist? What about the question, “What is the definition of CPAP success?” Perhaps it is best to begin with the broader questions “What is quality care for adults with OSA?” and “Can OA therapy provide quality care for OSA?”

The recent publication, “Quality Measures for the Care of Adult Patients with Obstructive Sleep Apnea” identified three outcomes to be applied and assessed in order to improve the quality of life and cardiovascular outcomes for individuals with OSA as well as increase public safety. The three measures were: (1) improve disease detection and categorization; (2) improve quality of life; and (3) reduce cardiovascular risk.

The first measure, disease detection and categorization, requires multi-disciplinary collaboration so the dental sleep medicine clinician has an accurate diagnosis and starting point to therapy.

The second and third measures address treatment issues whereby quality care is more likely to lead to “successful” care. Is OA therapy likely to lead to improvement in quality of life? The verdict is in. The meta-analysis conducted as part of the recent guideline states that “OAs are nearly equivalent to CPAP for improving QOL in adult patients with OSA.” For an introduction to quality of life measurement and tools (questionnaires) see the article by Sheats in this issue.

Are OAs likely to reduce cardiovascular risk compared to CPAP? The quality measure suggested by Aurora et al. is assessment of blood pressure. Two recent comprehensive meta-analyses have yielded very similar results: OAs are equivalent or nearly equivalent to CPAP in reducing blood pressure in adults with OSA.

Overall if quality of life and blood pressure outcomes are equivalent when patients are pooled together in meta-analyses does it make sense to say that CPAP is more effective than OAs?

What about the individual patient? Medical sleep specialists (clinical experience of myself and colleagues) continue to say that because CPAP is better than OAs at reducing AHI, it should be the treatment of first choice. What does the evidence say? The recent guideline found that CPAP reduced AHI more than OAs by a mean of 6.24 events/h (95% CI: 8.14, 4.34). Is a reduction of AHI of 6.24 events/h clinically significant?

The successful treatment of an individual with OSA is not a number such as AHI < 5, or < 10. It is a combination of outcomes and ongoing assessment. Hopefully, in the field of sleep disordered breathing we can move beyond the number and work towards a patient centered and patient relevant definition of success.
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A new web-based community portal, www.MyApnea.Org, is mobilizing a community of patients, researchers and health care providers to work together to identify better ways to screen, treat, and prevent sleep apnea. MyApnea.Org is the public face of the Sleep Apnea Patient Centered Outcomes Network (SAPCON), a patient-powered research network that was formed to improve comparative effectiveness research by focusing on patient-centered outcomes. This type of research asks: Of available treatment alternatives, which treatments are most effective, and for which patients?

There has never been a more urgent time in sleep medicine and oral health for patient and stakeholder participation in such a national comparative effectiveness research initiative. With escalating health care costs, payers are demanding higher levels of evidence to justify the use of diagnostic tests and treatments and are asking for data that provides value to the patient and health care system. Many insurers restrict how sleep tests and treatments are delivered; however, those requirements often reflect a generalization of data from studies that were conducted at highly specialized referral centers and were not intended to be used without the support of a full team of committed sleep health professionals.

The need for comparative effectiveness and patient-centered research is especially relevant for Dental Sleep Medicine. For example, there is growing evidence that mandibular advancement devices (MADs) play an important role in the management of patients with sleep apnea. However, there remain critical questions on which patients benefit the most from this treatment, and when this treatment should be offered in the course of sleep apnea management. Answers to those questions require data on large numbers of well-characterized patients, allowing for both subgroup and prospective analyses. Although recent research has shown equivalent blood pressure improvement with use of MADs compared to CPAP, it is clear that patient-reported outcomes, including improvement in sleepiness, fatigue, and sleep quality, as well as overall satisfaction with treatment, are important outcomes for patients as well as for health care systems. Developing the evidentiary base for health care decisions will require that careful consideration of the cost-benefit of alternative treatments, including impact on health outcomes and quality of life.

Patients commonly express frustration over the lack of sleep apnea treatment options, especially the paucity of information that addresses which options would work best for them. Patients also often find that their treatment may be influenced by which specialist they happen to see, rather than information on their own set of risk factors or personal preferences. Finally, patients often are disappointed by the level of support available to aid them in understanding how to adjust to given treatments or to overcome barriers. They are often interested in learning technical and behavioral tips that allow them to better use their prescribed devices and to follow healthier sleep routines, and be further supported by trusted peers. For these reasons, patients are increasingly looking to form communities where they can access and share information, support one another, connect to dedicated professionals, and also contribute data to advance everyone’s understanding of sleep apnea.

In response to these needs and opportunities, MyApnea.Org is inviting people with (or at-risk of) sleep apnea to share information, provide support, and to help design, direct, and participate in sleep research. A broad and collaborative effort is what is needed to generate the evidence necessary for deciding which diagnostic studies and treatments are most effective. Studies of large numbers of individuals from across the US (and the world) are needed to achieve the sample sizes necessary for identifying which patients benefit most (or might be harmed) from alternative sleep apnea treatments, such as MADs. Rather than the traditional “one size fits all” approach to treatments and research, MyApnea.Org hopes to use information on health risk factors, biomarkers, background, and type of sleep apnea to tailor treatments that are likely to be most effective for individual patients. In such a way, data will be generated to allow a patient with a given set of risk factors (based on airway size, body fat distribution, time in REM sleep, etc.) to be offered treatments most likely to benefit him or her. Furthermore, research that addresses the outcomes that matter to patients (e.g., fatigue in women, behavioral problems in children) will ensure that the results are relevant and would improve the health and well-being of patients with sleep apnea. It is also an exciting time in sleep research as technological advances currently present numerous opportunities for improving sleep apnea diagnosis and management. Examples include telemedicine, newer ambulatory monitoring devices, mHealth devices, and sophisticated oral appliances and pressure devices. However, without good evidence on what works best, such technologies can be misused. MyApnea.Org is building a platform to conduct such large-scale patient-driven comparative effectiveness research.

Patient members of MyApnea.Org have the opportunity to complete a series of health related surveys, nominate, and vote on research questions and can participate in forums to discuss how patient-centered research should be conducted. After completing the patient reported outcomes surveys, patients are able to see their answers in comparison with the rest of the patient community. Through these research communities patients can identify what questions are most important.
and can co-develop proposals with health care and oral health providers and scientists to address these needs. To date, over 3,000 members have contributed patient reported outcomes survey data and members have identified 54 research topics that over 3,000 members have endorsed.

The empowering strength of MyApnea.Org lies in the breadth and diversity of its membership. MyApnea.Org already has enrolled over 6,700 members and will soon begin enrollment of parents of children with sleep apnea. The portal attracts more than 1,000 new visitors a day and sees over 25,000 page views a month. MyApnea.Org maintains high retention rates, with 60% of our visitors returning within a week and over 80% returning within a month. Members come from every state in the U.S. as well as 41 countries world-wide. The forum provides a vibrant and engaged patient community with over 1,500 current posts on 190 different topics. Topics span a wide range of topics. For example, the thread on oral appliances has had over 1,600 views. In addition, there have been extensive discussions related to sinus issues and sleep apnea and the need for appropriate oral appliances. A consistent theme throughout the discussion forum is the desire for alternative treatments to mainline therapies such as CPAP. Many patients are not fully aware of the array of treatment modalities that may be available to them. Participation in MyApnea.Org and communication with other patients and providers offers them the opportunity to learn more not only to help direct future research but to also better empower the management of their own health care.

Sleep researchers and providers are also encouraged to join MyApnea.Org. After becoming a member, providers are prompted to create their own specific landing page with a unique web address and welcome message for their patients. These personalized web links enable providers to promote the site among their patient panel and when patients register for the site using the personalized link, providers and patients are connected within the MyApnea.Org database. Once a provider has at least 20 patients registered for the site they are able to view the aggregate patient reported outcomes for their patient panel and compare results against the entire patient community.

The key message to pass along to dental health patients is that it is now easier than ever for patients with sleep apnea to play an active role not only in their health care but in the research that is driving the decisions behind their health care. This is ever so important in the area of sleep health where the persisting gaps in knowledge are a significant deterrent to equitable health. MyApnea.Org, already has enrolled more than 6,700 members in this national effort. We encourage dental clinicians to refer patients with sleep apnea to join the patient-powered research network MyApnea.Org and to remind them that their data has the power to move the dial in sleep health. Similarly, we encourage dental clinicians and researchers to consider using the data provided within MyApnea.Org for future investigations. As further comparative effectiveness research is generated, dental practitioners and researchers will have a better understanding of which patients benefit from mandibular devices and how best to screen and manage a wide array of patients.
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TREATMENT OF OBSTRUCTIVE SLEEP APNEA WITH A TONGUE-STABILIZING DEVICE AT A SINGLE MULTIDISCIPLINARY SLEEP CENTER

Mariko Yanagihara, MD1,2,3; Satoru Tsuiki, PhD1,2,4; Yasuhiro Setoguchi, PhD3; Yuichi Inoue, PhD1,2,4

1Institute of Neuropsychiatry, Tokyo, Japan; 2Foundation of Sleep and Health Sciences, Tokyo, Japan; 3Department of Respiratory Medicine, Tokyo Medical University, Tokyo, Japan; 4Department of Somnology, Tokyo Medical University, Tokyo, Japan

INTRODUCTION

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a major public health problem that has been associated with long-term adverse health consequences including hypertension, metabolic dysfunction, and cardiovascular disease.1 Nasal continuous positive airway pressure (nCPAP) has been the standard treatment for OSA for more than three decades,2 while oral appliances (mandibular advancement devices [MADs]) and tongue-retaining devices have been prescribed for patients with mild to moderate OSA and/or who fail to use nCPAP.3,4 In clinical settings, both sleep dentists and physicians often encounter patients for whom MADs are contraindicated even for mild OSA and nCPAP failure due to compromised dentition, severe periodontal disease, or temporomandibular joint disorders.4

A tongue-retaining device that maintains the tongue in a protruding position by suction was first documented by Cartwright and Samelson in 1982.5 The device can be recommended for OSA patients when MADs are contraindicated, although these devices are generally less common and less efficacious than MADs.6–8 A tongue-stabilizing device (TSD) is a type of tongue-retaining device that is now commercially available (Aveo-TSD, Innovative Health Technologies, New Zealand) (Figure 1).9–11 The great differences between the earlier design of the tongue-retaining device reported in 1982 and the TSD are their design and fabrication. The tongue-retaining device is custom made from dental casts since the appliance entirely covers the upper and lower dental arches for appliance retention. Conversely, TSD is a preformed silicone appliance without dental coverage but still has the anterior bulb being retained in place only by tongue suction.9,10 Therefore, patients need no dental impression or modification to improve patients’ adherence to therapy.

STUDY OBJECTIVES: Mandibular advancement devices (MADs) may not be acceptable for use in patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) when dental and/or temporomandibular joint side effects are likely. Tongue-stabilizing devices (TSDs) are a potential alternative to MAD therapy. We aimed to document the outcome of TSD treatment at a single multidisciplinary sleep center.

METHODS: OSA patients for whom MAD treatment was contraindicated due to dental and/or temporomandibular joint problems were prescribed a TSD. Follow-up overnight polysomnography (PSG) was performed with a TSD in place. Responders were defined as patients with a reduction in the apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) to less than 5 events/h as well as more than a 50% reduction in baseline AHI. RESULTS: Of 551 patients who were referred for oral appliance therapy, 76 (100%) were prescribed a TSD. There were patients who were acclimatizing to TSD (n = 6; 8%), intolerant (n = 22; 29%), lost to follow-up (n = 26; 34%), and stopped using TSD by other reasons (n = 6; 8%). Of the 16 subjects (21%) who completed follow-up testing of PSG, the mean baseline AHI was reduced from 21.8 ± 8.6 to 9.3 ± 5.8 events/h (p < 0.01) with a TSD in place. The TSD improved AHI from 14.2 ± 2.9 to 2.1 ± 1.3 events/h in 5 responders (7%) (p < 0.01).

CONCLUSIONS: The efficacy of the TSD was similar to that reported for MADs as long as the TSD was tolerated, especially in mild OSA patients. However, the high percentage of treatment dropout and/or lost to follow-up suggests the potential need for appliance redesign or modification to improve patients’ adherence to therapy.

KEYWORDS: obstructive sleep apnea, oral appliance, tongue-stabilizing device

to January 2014. Patients who were indicated for oral appliance therapy after a diagnosis of OSA (n = 551) were referred to the sleep apnea dental clinic at the Yoyogi Sleep Disorder Center. This patient recruitment was also performed consecutively. Inclusion criteria were: Japanese of both genders who were diagnosed with OSA (apnea-hypopnea index [AHI] > 5 events/h) by initial overnight polysomnography (PSG) performed at the center; OSA patients for whom MADs were contraindicated because of severe periodontitis, insufficient number of teeth, denture use, and/or temporomandibular joint dysfunction. Both mild-to-moderate OSA patients who did not require nCPAP and moderate-to-severe OSA patients who failed to use nCPAP were included. Patients who met one or more of the following exclusion criteria were excluded: severe cardiovascular disease, medically complicated, or medically unstable. Patients who were prescribed monoblocs (ASO International, Tokyo, Japan) (n = 399), titratable oral appliances (SomnoDent, SomnoMed Japan, Japan) (n = 75), or custom-made tongue-retaining devices (ASO International, Tokyo, Japan) (n = 1) were also excluded. Consequently, 76 patients were prescribed a TSD during the study period. All of these patients agreed that their PSG results could be used for research purposes, and provided written informed consent with respect to the anonymous use of their data. 

Polysomnographic Evaluation

Episodes of hypopnea were determined based on the American Academy of Sleep Medicine criteria of a reduction in airflow amplitude ≥ 50% from baseline persisting for ≥ 10 s, or some level of reduction in airflow amplitude persisting ≥ 10 s with the presence of respiratory-associated arousal and/or oxygen desaturation ≥ 3% (Chicago criteria). The severity of OSA was assessed in terms of AHI (mild [AHI ≥ 5 to < 15 events/h], moderate [AHI ≥ 15 to < 30 events/h], and severe [AHI ≥ 30 events/h]).

Tongue-Stabilizing Device

Detailed information on the TSD and its indications have been reported previously. Briefly, the tongue is inserted into the anterior bulb and sucked by the negative pressure generated by squeezing the bulb. Potential risks of the TSD include soreness and/or discomfort of the tongue, excessive saliva or dry mouth, and discomfort of the lips, teeth, and gums. Use of a TSD is associated with minimal side effects in the temporomandibular joint.
Table 1—Effects of a tongue-stabilizing device on polysomnographic parameters in 16 OSA patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>With TSD</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AHI (events/h)</td>
<td>21.8 ± 8.6</td>
<td>9.3 ± 5.8**</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%ODI (events/h)</td>
<td>17.9 ± 7.6</td>
<td>7.8 ± 5.6**</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO₂ &lt; 90% (%)</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.42 ± 0.48</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadir SpO₂ (%)</td>
<td>85.6 ± 3.8</td>
<td>87.9 ± 5.1</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arousal index (events/h)</td>
<td>19.0 ± 5.8</td>
<td>13.9 ± 6.5</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory event-related arousal index (events/h)</td>
<td>10.7 ± 6.5</td>
<td>3.8 ± 2.7**</td>
<td>&lt; 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. **p < 0.01 versus baseline. TSD, tongue-stabilizing device; AHI, apnea-hypopnea index; 3%ODI, 3% oxygen desaturation index; SpO₂ < 90%, percentage of the total sleep time spent with percutaneous oxygen saturation less than 90%; arousal index, respiratory event-related arousals and other arousals.

Protocol and Treatment Outcome

A TSD was prescribed after the methods were explained in detail. Patients were advised to increase the suction level as necessary to maintain sufficient retention, or to decrease suction if they felt excessive discomfort on their tongue. A second overnight PSG was undertaken with the TSD in place when patients had used the TSD regularly and experienced subjective improvements in OSA symptoms, such as with regard to snoring, morning headache, or sleep quality. Changes in daytime sleepiness were evaluated with the Japanese version of the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (JESS). Responders to TSD treatment were defined as patients who showed a reduction in AHI to < 5 events/h with a > 50% reduction in baseline AHI.

Statistical Analysis

The normality of the data distribution was assessed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Paired t-tests were used to compare the differences in PSG variables between baseline and follow-up, whereas unpaired t-tests were used to compare the difference in each PSG variable between responders and non-responders. Sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values were also assessed based on a 2 × 2 cross table that was used to investigate the effect of baseline AHI on the responder-nonresponder distribution. Finally, in order to describe any differences in those patients who continued and who discontinued treatment (excluding subjects who were lost to follow-up), a univariate logistic regression followed by a multivariate logistic regression analysis was performed to investigate contributions to the likelihood of continuation of TSD therapy by incorporating gender, age, JESS, BMI, and baseline AHI. A p value of < 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.

RESULTS

A total of 76 subjects were prescribed a TSD (Figure 2). Thirty patients dropped out of TSD treatment within 2 months. Of these 30 subjects, 17 patients complained of tongue soreness and/or dry mouth and/or increased salivation and/or disturbed sleep due to irritation of the tongue and soft tissues. All 17 patients also complained that TSD came off easily. The remaining 13 patients were lost to follow-up. After 2 months, 5 patients dropped out because of the same reasons as the above 17 patients. Six patients stopped using TSD because of falling off (n = 3), appliance broken (n = 1), dental treatment required (n = 1), and decease (n = 1). In addition, there were 13 patients lost to follow-up and 6 patients who were acclimatizing to TSD.

Sixteen of the 76 OSA patients (7 males and 9 females) completed a follow-up PSG with a TSD in place (Table 1). The mean ± standard deviation (SD) of age, BMI, and JESS at baseline in these 16 patients were 63.6 ± 9.2 years, 24.0 ± 2.9 kg/m³, and 12.0 ± 5.3 points, compared to 64.6 ± 9.2 years, 24.1 ± 3.0 kg/m³, and 9.8 ± 4.8 points at follow-up PSG with a TSD in place. There were no significant changes in BMI or JESS throughout the study. TSD significantly reduced AHI (p < 0.01), 3% oxygen desaturation index (3%ODI) (p < 0.01), and respiratory event-related arousal index (p < 0.01), while no significant changes were seen in the percentage of total sleep time spent with percutaneous oxygen saturation less than 90% (SpO₂ < 90%), nadir SpO₂, and arousal index (Figure 3).

Among the 16 patients who completed a follow-up PSG with a TSD in place, there were 5 responders (31.3%) and 11
In 16 patients who completed 12,13 non-responders (n = 11) reported that the conventional tongue-retaining device under the same responder criterion. With TSD provision a complete success (post-treatment AHI < 10) rate of 47% and a partial response (10 < follow-up AHI < 20 with > 50% reduction from baseline AHI) rate of 24%. Under the same definition of responder as Lazard et al., the complete and partial response rates in our study were 75% and 12.5%, respectively. A balanced combination of positive predictive value and negative predictive value of 0.75/0.83 supports the notion that a TSD is efficacious, although the number of total subjects was limited.

By contrast, to authors’ surprise, only 16 of 76 TSD users (21%) managed to complete the follow-up PSG with a TSD. Furthermore, based on the total number of 76 patients, only 7% (5 responders) had a successful outcome. We were greatly disappointed that 34% (26/76) of TSD users were gradually lost to follow-up and 29% (22/76) did not tolerate the appliance, although all of the patients were encouraged to regularly visit the outpatient clinic after appliance prescription. Since an additional logistic regression analysis demonstrated that continuation of TSD treatment was not associated with gender, age, JESS, BMI, and the severity of OSA at baseline, we speculate that the TD could also be recommended for OSA patients for whom MADs are indicated. Lazard et al.7 reported that the conventional tongue-retaining device provided a complete success (post-treatment AHI < 10) rate of 47% and a partial response (10 < follow-up AHI < 20 with > 50% reduction from baseline AHI) rate of 24%. Under the same definition of responder as Lazard et al., the complete and partial response rates in our study were 75% and 12.5%, respectively. A balanced combination of positive predictive value and negative predictive value of 0.75/0.83 supports the notion that a TSD is efficacious, although the number of total subjects was limited.

By contrast, to authors’ surprise, only 16 of 76 TSD users (21%) managed to complete the follow-up PSG with a TSD. Furthermore, based on the total number of 76 patients, only 7% (5 responders) had a successful outcome. We were greatly disappointed that 34% (26/76) of TSD users were gradually lost to follow-up and 29% (22/76) did not tolerate the appliance, although all of the patients were encouraged to regularly visit the outpatient clinic after appliance prescription. Since an additional logistic regression analysis demonstrated that continuation of TSD treatment was not associated with gender, age, JESS, BMI, and the severity of OSA at baseline, we speculate that the lower adherence may be due to the side effects, which included excess salivation, dryness of the mouth, and irritation of the tongue and soft tissues. These side effects have been previously reported by Deane et al.8,9 Dort and Brant reported that 45% non-responders (Table 2). Among the responders, TSD treatment reduced 3%ODI from 11.0% ± 4.8% to 2.2% ± 1.6% (p = 0.04) and increased the nadir SpO2 from 84.2% ± 3.7% to 93.0% ± 1.6% (p = 0.03). No significant changes were found in the arousal index or the respiratory arousal index. In non-responders, TSD reduced AHI (p < 0.01), 3%ODI (p < 0.01), and the respiratory arousal index (p = 0.02). Moreover, the mean baseline AHI of non-responders (AHI = 25.3 ± 10.1 events/h) was significantly higher than that of responders (AHI = 14.2 ± 2.9 events/h) (p = 0.02).

When the 16 patients were divided into a mild OSA group (baseline AHI < 15) and a moderate to severe OSA group (baseline AHI > 15 events/h), this cutoff value gave a sensitivity specificity and positive predictive value/negative predictive values of 0.60/0.90 and 0.75/0.83, respectively. Accordingly, 3 of 4 (75%) patients with mild OSA responded whereas only 2 of 12 (17%) patients with moderate to severe OSA responded to TSD.

A univariate logistic regression analysis revealed that continuation of TSD treatment was not associated with gender (odds ratio [95% confidence interval]) (0.417 [0.095–1.830], p = 0.417), age (1.023 [0.951–1.101], p = 0.536), BMI (1.002 [0.791–1.271], p = 0.986), JESS (1.076 [0.927–1.249], p = 0.337), and baseline AHI (1.049 [0.973–1.132], p = 0.210). No significant observation was also found when multivariate logistic regression analysis was applied (data not shown).

**Table 2**—Comparison of each parameter between responders and non-responders to TSD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Responder (n = 5)</th>
<th>Non-responder (n = 11)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)</td>
<td>61.0 ± 8.4</td>
<td>61.8 ± 8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>24.9 ± 3.2</td>
<td>24.7 ± 3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JESS (score)</td>
<td>15.2 ± 5.0</td>
<td>13.2 ± 7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHI (events/h)</td>
<td>14.2 ± 2.9</td>
<td>2.1 ± 1.3**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3%ODI (events/h)</td>
<td>11.0 ± 4.8</td>
<td>2.2 ± 1.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SpO₂ &lt; 90% (%)</td>
<td>0.27 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadir SpO₂ (%)</td>
<td>84.2 ± 3.7</td>
<td>93.0 ± 1.6*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arousal index (events/h)</td>
<td>17.2 ± 4.5</td>
<td>9.1 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory event-related arousal index (events/h)</td>
<td>6.6 ± 4.0</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are expressed as the mean ± standard deviation. *p < 0.05 versus baseline. **p < 0.01 versus baseline. Abbreviations are the same as those in Table 1. Sensitivity = 0.60, Specificity = 0.90, Positive predictive value = 0.75, Negative predictive value = 0.83.

The treatment success rate with MADs has been reported to range from 19% to 57% when treatment success was defined as follow-up AHI < 5 events/h.4 In 16 patients who completed follow-up PSG with TSD in place, the treatment success rate with a TSD was 31%, which was slightly better than the 22.7% reported by Deane et al.7 under the same responder criterion. Therefore, we speculate that TSD could also be recommended for OSA patients for whom MADs are indicated. Lazard et al.7 reported that the conventional tongue-retaining device provided a complete success (post-treatment AHI < 10) rate of 47% and a partial response (10 < follow-up AHI < 20 with > 50% reduction from baseline AHI) rate of 24%. Under the same definition of responder as Lazard et al.,7 the complete and partial response rates in our study were 75% and 12.5%, respectively. A balanced combination of positive predictive value and negative predictive value of 0.75/0.83 supports the notion that a TSD is efficacious, although the number of total subjects was limited.

**DISCUSSION**

This is the first report to document TSD use in a single multidisciplinary sleep center. Of the 16 subjects who completed the protocol, only 5 patients had an AHI on TSD treatment that met criteria for an acceptable response used in previous reports.12,13

**Table 3**—Use of a cut off baseline apnea-hypopnea index for predicting the outcome of treatment with the tongue-stabilizing device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AHI Group</th>
<th>Responders</th>
<th>Non-responders</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baseline AHI &lt; 15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline AHI ≥ 15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The AHI cut-off was set at 15 events/h. Abbreviations are the same as those in Table 1. Sensitivity = 0.60, Specificity = 0.90, Positive predictive value = 0.75, Negative predictive value = 0.83.
of users indicated that they would continue treatment with a tongue-retaining device because their snoring was reduced. While a TSD was likely to benefit OSA patients based on a balanced positive predictive value and negative predictive value in this study (Table 3), an unexpectedly higher percentage of intolerance and lost to follow-up within 2 months could be related to an attenuated risk-benefit profile. Therefore, modification of the appliance design to decrease subjective symptoms and discomfort of the tongue may be needed, while retaining the simplicity of the design. A TSD should still be considered in the treatment of OSA for individuals who cannot use either nCPAP or MADs.

Pathophysiologically, the velopharynx is the major site of occlusion in patients with OSA. A previous report demonstrated that a TSD improved velopharyngeal airway patency by a ventral displacement of the tongue. Since simple tongue stabilization at a protruded position appears to produce ventral traction of the soft palate, even without mandibular advancement, the connection between the tongue and the soft palate via the palatoglossus muscle could contribute to the favorable response. To increase the retention of the tongue in a protruded position, Dort and Brant attempted to narrow the base of the tongue bulb and succeeded in improving the respiratory disturbance index in OSA patients. Dort and Remmers further suggested that the efficacy of treatment improved when an anterior bulb was incorporated into a mandibular advancing splint. Tsuiki et al. recently reported that holding the tongue in position would likely alleviate dorsal displacement of the tongue while sleeping in a severe OSA patient without protruding the tongue. Thus, an approach that focuses on controlling the tongue in position, rather than tongue protrusion, could be meritorious in oral appliance therapy while avoiding (1) the common dental/temporomandibular joint side effects frequently seen with the use of MADs and (2) the irritation/soresness of the tongue in TSD therapy, leading to improving patients’ adherence.

In conclusion, we have documented the outcome of TSD use in a single multidisciplinary sleep center. A TSD can be as efficacious as mandibular advancing splints, especially in patients with mild OSA, if they can tolerate the device. The high percentage of dropouts and/or loss to follow-up suggests that redesign or modification of the TSD design may be necessary to improve patients’ adherence to therapy.
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Health-Related Quality of Life Assessment Tools and Sleep-Disordered Breathing

Rose D. Sheats, DMD, MPH
Orofacial Pain Group, University of North Carolina School of Dentistry, Chapel Hill, NC

INTRODUCTION

In 2015 the American Academy of Sleep Medicine and the American Academy of Dental Sleep Medicine published a joint set of updated clinical practice guidelines for the use of oral appliance therapy (OAT) to treat obstructive sleep apnea and snoring. These guidelines were developed using a set of 11 PICO questions that had arisen from previous guidelines and reviews. It is noteworthy that 4 of these 11 PICO questions (1, 4, 5, & 10) included assessment of the impact of oral appliance therapy on quality of life measures. The final recommendations were based on extensive review of the best literature available and meta-analysis of the evidence. The evidence included outcomes from quality of life studies, signifying that quality of life assessments are considered important in judging therapeutic benefit from OAT.

Dentists who provide oral appliance therapy are familiar with the popular Epworth Sleepiness Scale and polysomnography but may confuse these tools with those that measure health-related quality of life. The distinction between them is important. Release of the new practice guidelines presents an opportunity for timely review of the process of formally measuring quality of life and health-related quality of life (HRQoL) and for distinguishing them from measurement of sleep quality and parameters.

Quality of life is composed of many standards including health, environment, happiness, social and community interactions, and physical and mental health. Many instruments or tools have been developed to measure these various dimensions that contribute to an individual’s quality of life. Health-related quality of life (HRQoL) instruments measure how a disease, disability, or disorder affects one’s life over time. They are also used to examine the impact of treatment on specific conditions. Physical, mental, and social health comprise important aspects of HRQoL.

Health-related quality of life tools have been developed and validated for use in both clinical and research settings. The best instruments have been rigorously studied to confirm good psychometric parameters such as validity, reliability, and internal consistency, all essential features of well-designed survey instruments. These instruments or tools measure multiple “domains” that refer to categories of health dimensions that compose health-related quality of life. Questions or statements, referred to as “items,” are grouped to assess each health dimension, and responses to each group of items are summarized to provide a score for that health dimension.

Responses to questions or statements are usually recorded as yes/no or scored on a Likert scale. A Likert scale is composed of ordered responses that indicate a progression such as worsening (or improvement) of symptoms. Likert scales typically have 3 to 7 options in HRQoL instruments. For example, a 4-point Likert scale measuring ability to perform a specific activity might have the following ordered categories:

1. no difficulty
2. a little difficulty
3. moderate difficulty
4. extreme difficulty.

A 7-point Likert scale assessing the frequency of occurrence of symptoms might look like this:

1. all the time
2. a large amount of the time
3. a moderate to large amount of the time
4. a moderate amount of the time
5. a small to moderate amount of time.
6. a small amount of time
7. not at all.

Likert scales can be ordered in either direction. To correctly interpret the results, it is important to know whether high scores or low scores are more desirable for a particular instrument.

Health-related quality of life instruments are either generic or disease or condition-specific. Generic health-related quality of life instruments refer to those questionnaires or tools that can be used across populations and facilitate cross-disease comparisons. Because of their general nature, however, they are not sensitive enough to measure treatment outcomes for specific diseases. Many do not include a sleep domain.

Disease-specific health-related quality of life tools focus on particular features of a specific disease or condition and have been validated to examine the impact of specific diseases and their management on patients’ lives. They provide consistent and reliable assessments of impaired HRQoL and are sensitive enough to measure changes that occur as a result of treatment over time. Instruments have been developed for both adult and pediatric assessments.

The purpose of this review is to introduce clinicians to examples of generic as well as obstructive sleep apnea-specific health-related quality of life instruments. These examples were drawn from published studies of sleep-disordered breathing research and are not intended to be all-inclusive of the breadth of such instruments that have been developed. Readers seeking to compare psychometric properties of these instruments are encouraged to review source articles or one of several excellent review articles.

When comparing the merits of the following instruments, consideration should be given to the length of the instrument, the administration (interview vs self-administration), the complexity of scoring, and the ease of comparing scores over time.

**GENERIC HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE INSTRUMENTS**

Sickness Impact Profile (SIP)
The Sickness Impact Profile (SIP) was among the earliest and most comprehensive of generic HRQoL instruments. It can be completed either by the patient or by an interviewer. At 136 items, it provides individual scores in each of 12 categories that it assesses: ambulation, mobility, body care and movement, communication, alertness behavior, emotional behavior, social interaction, sleep and rest, eating, work, home management, and recreation and pastimes. Response choices are binary (“Yes/No”). Individual category scores are calculated by a standardized weighting method of item responses. Summary scores for 2 domains, physical and psychosocial, are derived from the categories. A total score is also calculated and is reported as a percentage. Higher scores are associated with poorer level of health.

The SIP has been used to validate subsequent HRQoL instrument development, but its length and complexity of scoring render it impractical for use in clinical practice.

**The Nottingham Health Profile (NHP)**
Another early instrument, the Nottingham Health Profile (NHP) was developed in Nottingham, England to include both patient perception of health as well as clinical assessment. It places equal or greater emphasis on the patient’s impression of the impact of disease or its treatment on health-related quality of life. The NHP measures 6 health domains via 38 self-administered yes/no questions: energy level, pain, emotional reactions, sleep, social isolation, and physical abilities. Its reliability and validity have been extensively demonstrated in a number of settings. Scores are weighted according to an algorithm and range from 0 to 100 for each domain, with higher scores representing greater perceived problems in that domain.

Although patients may be amenable to completing a 38-item questionnaire, scoring of the instrument requires an algorithm that would likely be burdensome in a clinical practice.

**The Medical Outcomes Study Short Form-36 (SF-36)**
The Medical Outcomes Study Short Form-36 (SF-36) was developed as part of a multi-year, multi-site study to investigate variations in patient medical outcomes. This 36-item survey can be either interviewer- or self-administered and measures 8 health domains: physical functioning, role limitations due to physical problems, bodily pain, social functioning, mental health, role limitations due to emotional problems, vitality, and perception of general health. A score for each health domain is derived. A final question inquires about perception of change in health from the previous year. Most items are scored on a 3–6 point Likert-type scale. High scores are indicative of favorable responses in each scale.

Because domains vary in the number of items from 2–10, interpretation of domain scores is not easily intuited and in clinical practice would be facilitated by the use of a table. The SF-36 is considered the gold standard of HRQoL instruments and is widely used in the validation of new HRQoL tools including each of the adult OSA-specific HRQoL instruments described below.

**The Medical Outcomes Study Short Form-12 (SF-12)**
The Medical Outcomes Study Short Form-12 was constructed by using regression methods to identify 12 items from the SF-36 to derive scores for a Physical Component Summary and Mental Component Summary of health-related quality of life. While loss of precision in assessing health occurs by reducing the number of items, the SF-12 can be administered in less than 2 minutes and is useful for population studies where cost and time may otherwise be prohibitive in the use of the SF-36. For assessments of an individual’s health, however, the 8 scales of the SF-36 are more reliable and offer a more precise representation of specific health domains. Thus it is more sensitive to changes that may occur over time or as the consequence of intervention in individual patients.

**Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) Health-Related Quality of Life Module**
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) judged that the length of both the SF-36 and SF-12 rendered them impractical for large scale implementation. Thus the CDC developed a module...
on HRQoL composed of 4 questions to supplement the State-based Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS). The module enabled local and State agencies to collect data on health related quality of life. Survey developed after the CDC convened several meetings, beginning in 1991, with experts in quality of life assessments, surveillance methodology, and public policy. The 4 questions address self-perceived general health, recent (past 30 days) physical health, recent mental health, and activity limitation. Responses are recorded as number of days in the past 30 that the respondent experienced problems in each item (except for self-perceived general health which is recorded on a 5-point Likert scale). The greater the number, the worse the perceived health.

For those States that wish to collect more detailed HRQoL information, the CDC designed the HRQoL-14 as a supplemental optional 10-question module. These additional questions were validated using the SF-36 and assess Standard Activity Limitation and Healthy Days Symptoms to provide information on the burden of diseases and benefits of interventions.

While it is tempting to utilize the CDC’s brief modules to assess HRQoL, the BRFSS health-related quality of life modules were specifically designed for population assessments, and, as such, are much too broad to be useful in evaluating individual patients. Nevertheless, the 2 modules are models with respect to desirable features of a simple, brief, and meaningful HRQoL survey.

Table 1—Generic health related quality of life instruments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument Name</th>
<th>Health Domains Addressed</th>
<th>Number Items</th>
<th>Scoring</th>
<th>Scoring Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sickness Impact Profile (SIP)</td>
<td>2 overall domains (Physical and Psychosocial) 12 categories: Ambulation, mobility, body care and movement, communication, alertness behavior, emotional behavior, social interaction, sleep and rest, eating, work, home management, and recreation and pastimes.</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>Yes/no format</td>
<td>Increasing numbers of “yes” responses indicate greater impact on health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham Health Profile (NHP)</td>
<td>6 domains: Physical mobility, pain, social isolation, emotional reactions, energy, sleep</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Yes/no format</td>
<td>Responses are weighted with scores ranging from 0–100 for each domain. Higher scores indicate greater health problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Outcomes Study Short-Form 36 (SF-36)</td>
<td>8 domains: Physical functioning, role limitations due to physical problems, bodily pain, social functioning, mental health, role limitations due to emotional problems, vitality, and perception of general health</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3–6 point Likert scales</td>
<td>Higher scores indicate better quality of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Outcomes Study Short-Form 12 (SF-12)</td>
<td>2 overall domains: Health Component Summary (HCS), Mental Component Summary (MCS)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Yes/no or 3–6 point Likert scales</td>
<td>Complex scoring requiring purchase of scoring algorithm from developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS)</td>
<td>BRFSS HrQoL-4: Self-perceived health, recent physical health, recent mental health, recent activity limitation BRFSS HrQoL-14: Above 4 items plus 10 additional items that assess activity limitation and persistent short-term and persistent physical and mental health problems</td>
<td>4 or 14</td>
<td>4 or 5 ordered categories indicating progressively worse health status</td>
<td>Qualitative and quantitative assessments; quantitative assessments refer to # days of self-rated poor health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Health Questionnaire (CHQ-PF50)</td>
<td>14 domains: Physical functioning, Role/social limitations – physical, General health perceptions, Bodily pain/discomfort, Family activities, Role/social limitations – emotional/behavioral, (considered 2 domains), Parent impact – time, Parent impact – emotion, Self-esteem, Mental health, Behavior, Family cohesion, Change in health</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4–6 Likert-type responses</td>
<td>Subscale scores range from 0–100. Higher scores associated with better health state. Scoring and interpretation manual required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Child Health Questionnaire - Parent Form 50 (CHQ-PF50)

This 50-item questionnaire is completed by the parent and was designed to measure HRQoL in children > 5 years of age. It assesses 14 physical and psychosocial domains and has been used to assess HRQoL in children with sleep disordered breathing. Item responses consist of 4 to 6 Likert-type choices. Subscale scores range from 0–100 with higher scores indicating better health state. This instrument does not lend itself to use in clinical practice as a scoring and interpretation manual are required.

Table 1 provides a comparison of these generic health-related quality of life instruments.

DISEASE-SPECIFIC HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE INSTRUMENTS

Surveys developed specifically to evaluate the impact of obstructive sleep apnea on HRQoL include questionnaires that have been designed separately for adult and pediatric patients. Such instruments are specific for features of obstructive sleep apnea and are thus more sensitive to changes in disease condition that occur over time. They are useful for measuring the effect of treatment and therefore are more appropriate than generic health-related quality of life tools to document therapeutic...
outcomes on HRQoL of individual patients. Obstructive sleep apnea-specific HRQoL tools that have been identified by review of the literature are described below. They are grouped by suitability for either adult or pediatric patients.

**Adult Disease-Specific Health-Related Quality of Life Instruments**

**Functional Outcomes of Sleep Quality (FOSQ)**
This widely-used instrument was the first disease-specific HRQoL survey that met rigorous psychometric criteria which confirmed its utility in clinical and research settings. First described in 1997, the FOSQ measures the impact of excessive sleepiness on functional activities of daily living. This 30-item self-administered survey measures 5 domains of health that are affected by quality of sleep and has been demonstrated to have excellent validity. The health domains assess general productivity, vigilance, social outcome, activity level, and intimacy/sexual relationships. Scores from the 5 components are used to calculate a global score.

Scoring algorithms are included with the survey and describe how to weight subscale scores and to use these weighted scores to arrive at a total score, which can range from 5 to 20. The lower the score, the greater the impact of excessive sleepiness.

**FOSQ-10**
A shorter version of the 30-item FOSQ was developed to facilitate implementation into clinical practices. This 10-item self-administered version measures the same 5 domains as the longer version and is capable of measuring meaningful changes in disease impact. The FOSQ-10 has been demonstrated to have similar psychometric properties as the longer version and is thus suitable for assessing the HRQoL impairment resulting from excessive sleepiness.

As in the original FOSQ instrument, mean weighted subscale scores are calculated to derive a total score according to the scoring algorithm. While not an arithmetically complex algorithm, effort must be expended to compute the total score.

**Calgary Sleep Apnea Quality of Life Index**
The Calgary Sleep Apnea Quality of Life Index (SAQLI) is an interview-administered instrument that assesses patients’ health-related quality of life over the previous 4 weeks. This 45-item survey assesses 4 domains: daily functioning, social interactions, emotional functioning, and symptoms. Furthermore, patients also rank the impact of each item on their functioning. The SAQLI is unique in that a fifth domain, treatment-related symptoms, can be assessed after treatment has been initiated, thus rendering this instrument especially attractive to clinicians seeking to evaluate not only patient-perceived treatment effectiveness but also side effects of treatment.

Patients rate each item on a 7-point Likert scale. Responses are weighted according to the importance of the problem that the patient assigns to each item. The somewhat elaborate scoring algorithm, however, may pose a challenge to efficient implementation in clinical practice.

**Obstructive Sleep Apnea Patient-Oriented Severity Index (OSAPOS1)**
The Obstructive Sleep Apnea Patient-Oriented Severity Index (OSAPOS1) was developed to measure, from the patient’s perspective, pre-treatment and post-treatment physical, functional, and emotional aspects of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) on health-related quality of life. This self-administered 32-item survey is organized into 5 subscales: sleep, awake, medical, emotional and personal, and occupational impact. Each item is scored twice: once to indicate the magnitude of the problem and a second time to record the patient’s judgment of how significantly the problem affects the patient’s HRQoL. The product of these 2 scores generates a symptom-impact score for each item. The symptom-impact score for each item ranges from 0 to 20 with a maximum total score on the entire instrument ranging from 0 to 640. Higher scores indicate worse HRQoL.

In 2000 a modified version of this instrument was described and renamed the Symptoms of Nocturnal Obstruction and Related Events-25 (SNORE-25). Seven items were removed, and the scoring was simplified to eliminate the need for patients to provide a second scoring of importance of the problem. Instead, after recording the magnitude of each problem, patients may list up to 5 of the most significant items that they hope will improve with treatment.

**Quebec Sleep Questionnaire (QSQ)**
The Quebec Sleep Questionnaire (QSQ) utilizes 32 items to measure 5 HRQoL domains: daytime sleepiness, diurnal symptoms, nocturnal symptoms, emotions, and social interactions. This self-administered instrument was developed specifically to capture changes that occur in quality of life as a consequence of treatment for OSA and has been demonstrated to be sufficiently sensitive to treatment impact. The authors acknowledge the similarity of the QSQ and the SAQLI in that both instruments were designed with the specific intent of evaluating the impact of treatment on sleep disordered breathing. However, the selection of items that compose the 2 instruments was determined by different methods. The SAQLI items were identified by the “factor analysis method” (a statistical method) while the QSQ items were chosen based on the “clinical impact method” whereby clinical judgment is used to select the items that compose the different domains. Both methods are deemed valid, and while the domains significantly overlap, the specific items that are assessed differ.

Item scores range from 1 to 7. Mean scores for each domain are calculated, and a total score is derived by calculating the mean of all items. Higher scores are associated with better HRQoL.

**Table 2** summarizes these adult disease specific health-related quality of life instruments.

**Pediatric Disease-Specific Health-Related Quality Of Life Instruments**

**Obstructive Sleep Apnea-18 (OSA-18)**
The OSA-18 is a caregiver-administered health-related quality of life assessment tool for pediatric patients with OSA. Its 18
items assess 5 domains: sleep disturbance, physical symptoms, emotional symptoms, daytime functioning, and caregiver concerns. Its validity and reliability have been demonstrated for pediatric OSA patients between 6 months and 12 years of age. Higher scores are associated with larger impact of OSA on HRQoL. Scores < 60 suggest a small impact on HRQoL.

**Cohen's Pediatric OSA Surgery Quality of Life Questionnaire**

Cohen's Pediatric OSA Surgery Quality of Life Questionnaire is a survey of 76 items completed by parents of children 2 to 7 years old who underwent either tracheostomy or sleep apnea surgery.\(^{24}\) This instrument is unique in its inclusion of a cost domain. Designed to capture pre- and post-treatment impact on HRQoL, it assesses 3 domains: physical symptoms, psychosocial function, and costs which are measured both in numbers of medical visits as well as by out-of-pocket expenses. Items are scored on a 5-point Likert scale with lower rankings being associated with better outcomes.

**Table 3** summarizes these pediatric disease specific health-related quality of life instruments.

### SLEEP ASSESSMENTS DO NOT MEASURE HEALTH-RELATED QUALITY OF LIFE

Quality of sleep is an important contributor to daytime functioning and long-term health, but the sleep domain by itself does not encompass the many dimensions that comprise HRQoL. Tools to evaluate sleep physiology, sleepiness, and sleep quality are briefly described in this review in an effort to clarify the distinction between instruments that assess sleep and those that measure HRQoL.

Evaluation of sleepiness and sleep parameters provides useful information on the effectiveness of treatment in improving the sleep domain and thus sleep-associated outcomes. Dentists will recognize these tools as they are routinely included in medical referrals and patient follow-up exams. Common instruments to evaluate sleep physiology and sleepiness include polysomnography\(^\text{25}\) and the Epworth Sleepiness Scale.\(^\text{2}\) The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index\(^\text{26}\) is also discussed to demonstrate that sleep quality includes more domains than just sleepiness.

### Polysomnography

Polysomnography (PSG) provides information on sleep physiology (e.g. sleep stages, sleep architecture, sleep efficiency, oxygen levels) and is limited to documenting, in great detail, objective parameters of sleep.\(^\text{25}\) One domain among many that compose health-related quality of life. PSG parameters such as the apnea-hypopnea index, oxygen saturation levels, sleep efficiency, and sleep stages lend themselves to easy comparisons over time as long as one recognizes the limitation of night-to-night variability that occurs in subjects. PSG is useful for documenting changes in objective sleep parameters secondary to treatment intervention but does not measure changes in daytime functioning or health-related quality of life.

### Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS)

The Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) is a widely used tool to measure excessive daytime sleepiness (EDS) because of its simplicity of use.\(^\text{2}\) This 8-question survey is self-administered, poses little burden to the practice, and provides a single score that can be compared over multiple visits. Scores range from 0 to 24; scores > 10 indicate the presence of EDS. While this questionnaire assesses the impact of sleepiness on daytime functioning, it is not specific for sleep disordered breathing. Other causes of EDS such as chronic or acute pain and emotional distress may better explain EDS in some patients.
Table 3—Pediatric OSA-specific health related quality of life instruments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument Name</th>
<th>Health Domains Addressed</th>
<th>Number Items</th>
<th>Scoring</th>
<th>Scoring Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Obstructive Sleep Apnea-18 (OSA-18)23</td>
<td>5 domains: Sleep disturbance, physical symptoms, emotional symptoms, daytime functioning, and caregiver concerns</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7-point frequency scale rated by caregiver</td>
<td>Higher scores associated with greater impact on HRQoL; &lt; 60 suggests small impact on HRQoL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen’s Pediatric OSA Surgery Quality of Life Questionnaire24</td>
<td>3 domains: Physical symptoms, psychosocial function, and costs</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Most scored on 5-point Likert scale</td>
<td>Varies with each item: higher scores favorable for some items but unfavorable for others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4—Sleep assessments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument Name</th>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Number Items</th>
<th>Scoring</th>
<th>Scoring Interpretation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polysomnograms25</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Multiple channels</td>
<td>Hypnogram tracing</td>
<td>Objective assessment, no subjective assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epworth Sleepiness Scale26</td>
<td>Daytime sleepiness</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4 point Likert scale</td>
<td>≤ 10 normal; &gt; 10 suggests excessive daytime sleepiness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index27</td>
<td>7 domains: Subjective sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, habitual sleep efficiency, sleep disturbances, use of sleep medication, and daytime dysfunction</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4-point Likert scale (0–3)</td>
<td>Global score = sum of domain scores Global score ranges from 0–21; higher scores indicate poorer sleep quality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI)
The Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) is a tool that was developed to evaluate the quality of sleep over a one-month period in psychiatric patients.25 This survey was validated using both healthy patients (“good sleepers”) and depressed patients (“poor sleepers”) and is composed of 19 self-rated items that evaluate both quantitative and qualitative information. Seven domains are assessed: subjective sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, habitual sleep efficiency, sleep disturbances, use of sleep medication, and daytime dysfunction. Item scores range from 0 to 3 per item, and a summary component score of 0–3 is determined according to the scoring algorithm for each component. The sum of the 7 component scores generates a single global score which can be used for easy longitudinal comparisons of changes in a patient’s sleep quality. Global scores range from 0–21. Higher scores indicate poorer sleep quality.

Table 4 provides a summary of these sleep assessment tools. While evaluation of sleep provides useful information on a critical component of health-related quality of life, by themselves such tools are not suitable as global assessments of health-related quality of life.

DISCUSSION

Patients, providers, and third-party payers all have a stake in the outcomes of management of medical conditions, especially with the advent of the Affordable Care Act. The Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services (CMS) has developed a set of quality metrics to improve patient care and outcomes of many diseases.27 Quality metrics are reported to CMS via the Physician Quality Reporting System (PQRS), a program that was first implemented in 2006 as a temporary measure under the Physician Quality Reporting Initiative. In 2010 the Affordable Care Act made the program permanent, and the name was changed to the Physician Quality Reporting System. Although the reporting requirement is considered voluntary, beginning in 2015, Medicare reimbursement rates are being “negatively adjusted” for providers of Part B covered services who do not satisfactorily report quality metrics to CMS.28

The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) spearheaded the effort to develop for CMS appropriate outcome measures for the sleep apnea quality metrics.29 The AASM acknowledged that although health-related quality of life measurements are not typically collected during routine clinical evaluations, such evaluations provide one of the best assessments of effective patient treatment. The AASM report did not mandate use of a specific HRQoL tool and instead deferred to clinician choice in order to minimize the burden to the practice.

At present, no PQRS measures have been established for oral appliance therapy (OAT), thus dentists who provide this treatment to Medicare recipients are not currently required to report data to CMS on quality measures for OAT. However, the changing healthcare climate may lead to incorporation of such outcomes into future practice guidelines or reimbursement policies. At that time, it would behoove dental sleep medicine practitioners to be prepared to identify what instruments are available and to understand features of HRQoL tools that would expedite compliance with such guidelines.

SUMMARY

Of the currently available obstructive sleep apnea specific health-related quality of life instruments, dentists will likely find that the following are most user-friendly: the Functional
Outcomes of Sleep Quality-10 (FOSQ-10), the Calgary Sleep Apnea Quality of Life Index (SAQLI), or the Quebec Sleep Questionnaire (QSO). Clinicians should note, however, that scoring for all three tools necessitates calculations which may constitute a barrier to facile implementation in clinical practice.

Measurement of HRQoL outcomes of OAT may be facilitated by development of a brief and clinically useful tool that can be rapidly deployed in a busy dental practice. Desirable features of such an OSA-specific HRQoL instrument with acceptable psychometric parameters include the ability to be self-administered, ease of patient completion, straightforward scoring, and a single overall score for comparison across time.

It is clear from review of these generic and OSA-specific health-related quality of life instruments that common dimensions emerge that are deemed to be important aspects of a favorable health-related quality of life. As health care providers, we should aspire not only to diminishing the unfavorable medical sequelae of sleep disordered breathing but also to enhancing our patients’ energy levels and vitality, social and community interactions, work productivity, mental alertness, and overall general well-being.
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Altered dentofacial morphology is an important risk factor of obstructive sleep apnea by compromising the upper airway volume. Maxillary and/or mandibular retrusion, narrow maxilla, and long face are the most common craniofacial risk factors of sleep-disordered breathing. The etiology of dentofacial variation and malocclusion is multifactorial, which includes the influence of genetic and environmental factors acting on the units of the craniofacial complex. There is very little evidence on the reverse relationship, where changes in malocclusion could affect gene expression. The advances in human genetics and molecular biology have contributed to the identification of relevant genetic markers associated with certain skeletal malocclusions and/or dental malformations. Since some studies have observed differences between siblings, between parents/children, and between monozygotic twin pairs, this evidence suggests a significant influence of environmental factors in the development of dentofacial structures. However, the skeletal craniofacial complex has been systematically documented to be more influenced by genetic factors than the dental malocclusion. The greater the genetic component, the lower the rate of success on the outcome of orthodontic treatment. The real therapy should be an eventual modification of the gene responsible for the malocclusion; however, this is yet a theoretical proposition. The identification of major genes and determination of their biochemical action to a particular jaw discrepancy is the first approach necessary for the search of a solution. Early detection of the consequences of abnormal craniofacial development and assessment of orthodontic practices may validate the treatments used and change the natural history of pediatric obstructive sleep apnea, thereby possibly preventing or delaying the development of sleep apnea in adulthood.

**KEYWORDS:** genetics, genes, mutations, skeletal malocclusion, dental malocclusion


**INTRODUCTION**

Altered dentofacial morphology represents a major risk factor for obstructive sleep apnea by reducing the upper airway volume. Malocclusions, such as maxillary and/or mandibular retrusion, narrow maxilla, and long face are the most common craniofacial risk factors of sleep-disordered breathing. Malocclusion is the development of a complex trait condition and relationship between both dental arches, in which occlusion has deviated from what is defined as ideal or normal occlusion. Malocclusion should not be considered as abnormal or pathological, instead as a variation of occlusion in a continuous multifactorial trait. The etiology of dentofacial variation and malocclusion is multifactorial, which includes the influence of genetic and environmental factors acting on the units of the craniofacial complex, such as bone, teeth, and muscles. However, there is very little evidence on the reverse relationship, where changes in malocclusion could affect gene expression.

**DENTOFACIAL MORPHOLOGY AND GENETICS**

Although new technologies have allowed the development of genetic studies, treatment objectives and therapeutic methods have not yet considered the genetic differences between individual patients. Among the reasons for this lack of progress are the limitations of genetic research on human populations and the different methods and concept of malocclusion used by researchers. Most studies on malocclusion use the Angle’s classification system, which is based simply on the dental occlusion variation of permanent first molars. While routinely used in orthodontic practice, this classification presents various deficiencies because it does not consider other vertical and transversal dental occlusion, does not evaluate the relationship of the maxilla and mandible to the cranial base, and finally, does not consider the variation among individuals. However, due to the wide consensus upon Angle’s classification among researchers, the present manuscript will use this classification system to describe similar patterns of imbalance between the jaws, but will place the term “skeletal” in front of each type of malocclusion; Class I, Class II, and Class III. Although the prevalence of these skeletal malocclusions varies according to the age, race, and population studied, it has been described to be on average 60% Class I, 35% Class II, and 5% Class III in population of western European descent. In the United States, Class II is present in 15% and Class III in 1% of the population. Regarding the two divisions of skeletal Class II, studies in Colombian and Iranian populations have showed that the prevalence of patients Class II, division 1 (14.9% to 24%) is higher than Class II, division 2 (3.4% to 5.9%).

The recent advances in human genetics and molecular biology have contributed to the identification of relevant genetic markers associated with certain skeletal malocclusions and/or dental malformations. Among many study designs used to understand the role of genetics on malocclusion, there are studies on the skulls of ancient populations.
animal models and investigation within family members and twins.\textsuperscript{4,11,12,20–25} Since some of these studies have observed notable differences between siblings, between parents and children, and even between monozygotic twin pairs, this evidence suggests a significant influence of environmental factors in the development of dentofacial structures.\textsuperscript{5,6,26,27} However, the skeletal craniofacial complex has been systematically documented to be more influenced by genetic factors than the dental malocclusion.\textsuperscript{20} Specific parts of the mandible, such as the lingual symphysis, the lateral surface of the ramus and the frontal curvature of the mandible have been described to be more susceptible to genetic control. On the other side, the antegonial notch of the mandible seems to be more influenced by environmental factors.\textsuperscript{20,22} The anterior cranial base, mandibular body length, and total and lower face heights have demonstrated highly hereditary variations.\textsuperscript{25,28} More important than to determine the degree of importance of genetics versus environmental factors in the etiology of skeletal malocclusion, is to contemplate the effect of genotype-environment interaction (epigenetic) mechanisms on the multifactorial trait in humans. Although there is not an ideal method to study the genetics of a human trait, studies using complex segregation analysis are the first step to determine if familial aggregation of a given phenotype is due to polygenes, major genes, and/or environment factors.\textsuperscript{23}

The objective of this manuscript is to provide a comprehensive review of literature of the evidence for the genetic influence in the skeletal malocclusion. It is worth noting that the genetic determination on dentofacial morphology does not localize only in the bones, but it has also an influence in the neurological, muscular, and neuromuscular spheres, which have an indirect effect on the skeleton. Therefore, this review has also included studies on the genes affecting the muscular pattern of the masticatory complex. Although some dental malformations and syndromes have also been well documented to be associated with moderate to high heredability, respectively, these two subjects will not be exploited in the present review. A systematic literature search was performed electronically in three databases (PubMed, Embase, and Medline) supplemented by a hand search and articles published from 1974 until March 2015. Search terms were combined as follows: genetics, genes, mutations, skeletal malocclusion, dental malocclusion.

Skeletal Class II, Division 1 Malocclusion

Skeletal Class II malocclusion, either division 1 or 2, is characterized by a mandibular retrusion, a maxillary protrusion, or a combination of both.\textsuperscript{20,29} Patients Class II, division 1, can also present anterior upward or downward tipping of the maxilla, steep mandibular plane angle with or without increased lower face height, and a high prevalence of transverse maxillary deficiency. The maxillary incisors have been reported to be normal or proclined, and the mandibular incisors can be in a normal, proclined, or even in a retroinclined position.\textsuperscript{3,15,17}

Although studies have supported the concept of polygenic mode of inheritance for the skeletal Class II malocclusion, the environment has also been described to play an important role on this malocclusion.\textsuperscript{7} Adverse parafunctions, such as digital sucking, lip incompetence, protruding tongue, and nasal airway obstruction have been also associated with the induction of a clockwise rotation of the mandible and an overgrowth of the maxillary alveolar process in these patients.\textsuperscript{20,29–31}

A small study of Colombian families with mandibular hypoplasia has suggested a gene candidate of this jaw size discrepancy. The human NOGGIN genes are a modulator of the bone morphogenetic protein and essential for various late events in mandibular development. This study has shown that all individuals affected with mandibular hypoplasia were homozygous for the rare allele of the polymorphism rs1348322 within the NOG gene.\textsuperscript{32} Another group of genes that merits attention is the SNAIL family of zinc-finger transcription factors. These genes are important in epithelial to mesenchymal transitions and contribute to the formation of the mesoderm and the neural crest.\textsuperscript{33} The neural crest-specific deletion of Snai on a Snai2-/- background has been shown to cause craniofacial defects in mice, such as cleft palate and mandibular deficiency, indicating that these SNAIL genes may regulate the upper and lower jaw growth.\textsuperscript{34} Recently, da Fontoura et al.\textsuperscript{35} genotyped individuals with skeletal Class II for 198 single-nucleotide polymorphisms in 71 craniofacial genes and loci. They found that FGFR2 was associated with increased risk for Class II malocclusion when compared to the control group (Class I), while EDN1 was correlated with reduced risk.

Methods using the combination of principal component analysis and cluster analysis applied to data from cephalometric radiographs have provided further insight into the characterization of Class II malocclusion phenotypes. Moreno Uribe et al.\textsuperscript{17} identified seven principal components of Class II that accounted for 81% of the variation, representing a variation on mandibular rotation, maxillary incisor angulation, and mandibular length. They identified, by cluster analyses, five different types of Class II phenotypes.\textsuperscript{17} This study, although descriptive, gives an important evidence of the different variation of Class II traits, which indicates a significant participation of the interaction of genotype and environment on the regulation of skeletal Class II malocclusions.

Skeletal Class II, Division 2 Malocclusion

The skeletal Class II, division 2 malocclusion is characterized by a distinct and consistent clinical phenotype, which includes a combination of retroinclined incisors, deep overbite, high lip line with a lower lip trap, and high activity of the mentalis muscle. These patients often present a counter-clockwise rotation of mandibular development, prominence of the chin, and reduced lower face height.\textsuperscript{15,22} All the candidate genes for the mandibular retrognathism and deep-bite traits described in the anterior sections are associated as well with this type of division of Class II.

While some studies have described the mode of inheritance of this type of malocclusion as autosomal dominant with incomplete penetrance and variable expressivity; a polygenic model with expression of a number of genetically determined morphological traits has also been correlated to the Class II, division 2.\textsuperscript{20} This malocclusion has also been associated with higher incidence of numerous congenital tooth anomalies, such as missing teeth, peg-shaped laterals, transpositions, supernumerary teeth, and canine impactions, suggesting that...
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Skeletal Class III Malocclusion
Among all the types of sagittal skeletal discrepancies, the skeletal Class III is the malocclusion the most studied genetically. Class III malocclusion is caused by a deficiency of the maxilla growth, excessive mandibular growth, or a combination of both.\(^\text{20-23}\) It is characterized by a composite of a dentoskeletal pattern consisting of a forward positioning of the mandibular teeth in relation to the maxillary teeth and a concave profile.\(^\text{16}\) The Habsburgs, one of Europe’s royal families is an example of Mendelian inheritance of mandibular prognathism, which was observed in several generations of this family, so-called “Hapsburg jaw.” Although some authors\(^\text{37}\) consider that the X chromosome might have some role in mandibular prognathism, some other studies have verified that this trait is not X-linked since both genders are equally affected.\(^\text{23}\) It has been observed for many years that mandibular prognathism and probably maxillary deficiency contains not only a genetic component, but also an influence of environmental factors.\(^\text{38}\) The mandibular prognathism has been reported to be a multifactorial and polygenic trait, with a threshold for expression. A study with 2,562 members from 55 families with at least one member affected with the mandibular prognathism described an autosomal dominant mode of transmission with incomplete penetrance and a heritability of 0.316.\(^\text{23}\) Taken together, these findings suggest a dominant major gene associated with the expression of mandibular prognathism and an autosomal Mendelian mode of inheritance with the influence of other genes and environmental factors.\(^\text{23,39}\) However, another study using segregation analysis of Korean families affected with the mandibular prognathism suggested that the inherited susceptibility to this malocclusion is caused by a combination of minor effects from a variety of different genes and/or environmental influence, rather than an autosomal Mendelian transmission of major genes.\(^\text{40}\)

Interestingly, the study of Stahl et al.\(^\text{41}\) observed a higher prevalence of genetically determined dental anomalies such as increased molar bud distance, atypical position of tooth buds, congenital hypodontia, microdontia, delayed mineralization, delayed eruption, and atypical root shape in patients affected by mandibular prognathism than in other orthodontic patients.

The Class III malocclusion associated with mandibular height and prognathism has been described with the genes ADAMTS1, ARHGAP21, GHR, Matrilin-1, EPB41, TGFβ3, LTBP2, MYO1H, and KAT6B, implying that molecular pathways involved in the development of bone (TGFβ3, LTBP, KAT6B) and cartilage (GHR, Matrilin-1) may be implicated in mandibular size discrepancy.\(^\text{16,17,40,42-47}\) Other candidate genes, IGF1, HOXC,COL2A1, and DUSP6 have been associated not only for mandibular prognathism, but also with maxillary deficiency.\(^\text{36,48,49}\) Da Fontoura et al.\(^\text{55}\) described the single-nucleotide polymorphisms in FGF2 and COL1A1 as having a higher risk for skeletal Class III, and the TBX5 gene as a reduced risk for this malocclusion.

Studies using principal component analysis and cluster analysis have been used to generate comprehensive phenotypes and to identify the most homogeneous groups of Class III subjects. Moreno Uribe et al.\(^\text{66}\) have identified 6 principal components that accounted for 81.2% of the variation, representing the variation of mandibular horizontal and vertical positions, maxillary horizontal position, and mandibular incisor angulation. In this study, the cluster model has identified 5 distinct subphenotypes of Class III malocclusion.\(^\text{66}\) Another study, using the same multivariate method, has found similar findings; 5 clusters were identified with distinct subgroups of Class III malocclusion and the 5 principal components derived from the data explained 67% of the malocclusion variation. Their results suggested that different genes might be implicated in controlling dimensions vs structures.\(^\text{38}\) These findings clearly demonstrated that Class III malocclusion exists in morphologically diverse patterns. Identifying these different phenotypes that can be related to different expressions of patient’s genotype may assist in future genetic analyses, such as genotyping and linkage studies.

Transversal Skeletal Malocclusion
The lack of transversal maxilla development and greater dental crowding have been associated with a polygenic multifactorial regulation and gene-environment interaction.\(^\text{30}\) Cutroneo et al.\(^\text{50}\) studied the integrin expression in masseter muscle specimens of severe Class III surgical patients with unilateral posterior cross bite of two or more posterior teeth. They remarked that the amount of integrins was significantly lower in muscle of the crossbite side than that observed in their counterpart. Their finding suggested that integrins may play a key role in the regulation of the masseter functional activity and may allow the optimization of contractile forces of this muscle. Whether the loss of regulatory effects on gene expression of these proteins will have an impact on the development of skeletal crossbite remains to be determined.

Vertical Skeletal Malocclusion
Vertical skeletal malocclusions can be classified as skeletal open- or deep-bite, both presenting specific clinical characteristics. Skeletal open-bite is often associated with a negative overbite, hyper-divergence of the mandibular and palatal planes, increased anterior facial height, augmented clockwise facial growth, and proclined incisors.\(^\text{51}\) The inverse features, such as an increased vertical overlap between the upper and lower incisors, short anterior lower face height, excessive forward rotation of the mandible, horizontal palatal plane and a large gonial angle characterize the skeletal deep-bite individuals.\(^\text{15,52}\) The presence of open- or deep-bite in patients skeletal Class II and Class III are to some extent common.\(^\text{51,52}\)

Two candidates genes, PAX5 and ABCA4-ARHGAP29, have been associated with the vertical discrepancies ranging from skeletal deep to open bite.\(^\text{35}\) Remarkably, the ARHGAP29 gene has also been correlated with facial traits that are part of non-syndromic human cleft lip and/or palate.\(^\text{53}\)

Genetic influences on the development of vertical malocclusions include heritable effects on both masticatory muscles and jaw morphology. Short and thin masseter muscles of low volume have been associated with dolichocephalic characteristics, such as open mandibular plane, a small posterior face...
height and an increased gonial angle. Conversely, long and thick muscles of high volume were related to brachycephalic features. Another example on how the masticatory muscle activity can influence skeletal structures is the development of open-bite malocclusion in patients with muscular dystrophy. Inversely, increases in the size and proportion of fast-contracting type II fibers in masticatory muscle has been shown to play an important influence on the development of skeletal deep-bite malocclusion. In fact, Huh et al. have shown that genes for HDAC4 and KAT6B that regulate histone acetylation to modify chromatin accessibility and transcription were both expressed at levels several fold greater in the deep-bite muscle and Class III malocclusion than in the open-bite muscle and Class II. According to Desh et al., the association of KAT6B with mandibular prognathism can be correlated to its activation of the osteogenic transcription factor RUNX2, which is essential to bone growth and maintenance. Although they have also found a correlation of RUNX2 expression with masseter muscle type II fibre, the role of this protein in adult mature muscle remains to be elucidated.

Another study of Zebrick et al. demonstrated that the ACTN3 is a gene that influences muscle performance and fiber type proportions. A common nonsense mutation, R577X identified in the ACTN3 gene, results in a lack of alpha-actinin-3 protein expression. The loss of this protein has been shown to lead to smaller type II fiber diameters in masseter muscles and an increased expression of ENPP1, a negative regulator of mineralization. It has been demonstrated that the mutation ACTN3 R577X is overrepresented in patients with skeletal Class II malocclusion, while its underrepresentation is observed in subjects with deep bite malocclusion, suggesting a biological influence during bone development and that muscle differences contribute to the vertical facial variation.

Interestingly, the vertical skeletal malocclusions have been associated with certain genetically determined dental anomalies. A study on the prevalence of palatally displaced maxillary canines observed a significant occurrence in patients with deep-bite and the hypodivergent phenotype, three times greater than in control subjects. No association with any other type of sagittal skeletal malocclusion has been identified. These authors concluded that a genetic component is associated with the aetiology of the palatal displacement of maxillary canines. Another study on amelogenesis imperfecta (AI) has reported a frequent association with the skeletal open-bite malocclusion. These authors have shown that the homozygous carriers of enamelin (ENAM) mutation presented not only this dental anomaly, but also a Class II open-bite malocclusion. While some may believe that the coexistence of AI and open-bite malocclusion is the result of AI genes influencing the growth of the craniofacial skeleton, others may defend that dolichocephalic feature might be the result of the influence of modifying genes and/or environmental factors. Further studies are necessary to clarify whether the frequency occurrence of these dental disturbances in patients with vertical skeletal malocclusions is a mere coincidence or if there is in fact, a genetically aetiological association between these disorders.

**Sagittal Skeletal Malocclusion**

Certain proteins encoded by specific genes may indirectly play a role in the development of skeletal malocclusions. For example, the myosin heavy chain (MYH) is an important contractile protein that is encoded by a group of genes consisting of I (slow) IIa, IIb, IIx (fast), extraocular, embryonic, and neonatal genes. Under stress, such as when the masseter muscle is stretched or compressed following orthognathic surgery for Class II and Class III, respectively, the MYH expression in the fibre is able to change from one phenotype into another. Breuel et al. have showed significant difference in the levels of MYH8, MYH1, and FOXO3a between Class II patients and Class III patients, six months after orthognathic surgery. Most Class II subjects presented with continuing masseter atrophy following surgery and a delayed conversion of the type of fibre with the lengthening of the mandible. This evidence suggests that the genetic response to the neuromuscular adaptation of the masticatory muscle could explain the high relapse of the malocclusion following orthosurgery treatment.

**ROLE OF EPIGENETICS ON MALOCCLUSION**

The epigenetic regulation has been suggested to play a fundamental role in the entire masticatory musculoskeletal complex during the development of a malocclusion. A better understanding of epigenetic factors and the mechanisms that determine gene expression is essential to clarify how genetic influences contribute to growth and to the diversity of facial phenotypes.

Among potential genes implicated in growth development, the homeobox genes are known to play a role in patterning embryonic development and considered to be the master genes of the head and face. Transcription factors, such as Hox group, muscle segment (Msx1 and Msx2), dustakkess (Dlx), orthodentical (Otx), goosecoid (Gsc), and sonic hedgehog (Shh) are responsible for activating or suppressing gene expression, which in conjunction with other genes, activate a cascade of events leading to the control of patterning and morphogenesis. Two major family groups of regulatory proteins, mesenchymal growth factors, bone morphogenetic proteins and the steroid/thyroid/retinoic acid, are vehicles through which the information of these genes is expressed. These mechanisms are of particular interest in research of craniofacial biology and development because they allow a better understanding of the process involved in jaw size discrepancies and/or dysmorphogenesis.

While it is undeniable that some facial structures, such as the basic form of the mandibular body, the location of the nasal capsule, the size of the teeth and the arch shape are under direct genetic influence, it has been largely recognized that the growth and the final morphology of the dentofacial structures is determined by the impact of the environmental factors. In fact, the craniofacial size and shape are determined by a complex interaction of both genetic and environmental factors and the maxillary and mandibular discrepancies are a distinctive niche on this gene-environment dynamic spectrum. A typical example of this genetic-environment interaction is the soft tissue. Although its morphology has been considered
to be primarily genetically determined, its behavior is influenced by both genetic and environment factors. For example, the environmental factors disrupt resting oral posture, which in turn, increases the vertical skeletal growth leading to a dental malocclusion. Occlusal characteristics are primarily defined by inherited muscle patterns, including the muscle patterns of the tongue.26 The occlusion and skeletal alterations are of multifactorial etiology,10 and the relative contributions of genetic and environmental may explain the phenotypic variation. Some believe that the phenotypic occlusal variations are mostly caused by environmental differences rather than due to the polygenic mode of inheritance, although there is no strong evidence for this.5,66

A study of Fraga et al.27 involving a large cohort of monozygotic twins examined the global and locus specific differences in their DNA methylation and histone acetylation. They observed that while young twins were epigenetically indistinguishable on the early years of life, older twins demonstrated remarkable differences in DNA methylation and histone modification, showing an important impact on their gene expression. These epigenetic markers were more evident in older monozygotic twins who had different lifestyles and have spent less of their lives together, evidencing the significant role of environmental factors in translating a common genotype into a diverse phenotype. Evident to say that studies in the epigenetic field are essential to allow us to have a better understanding of how different phenotypes of skeletal Class II and Class III, as earlier described, can originate from the same genotype.

The polygenic systems may have the capacity to protect developmental processes against any hostile environmental influence. However, when a substitution of deleterious genes decreases this protection beyond the level where environmental factors may be counterweighed, a skeletal developmental defect might result, such as cleft lip and palate and facial asymmetry.5 A developmental disarrangement between these genetic-environmental interactions may explain not only craniofacial abnormalities, but also can help us to better comprehend the regulation of maxillary, mandibular and tooth morphologies.

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION

Preliminary studies suggest that orthodontic treatments may be effective for pediatric obstructive sleep apnea,61–63 thereby possibly reducing the incidence later in adulthood: up to 70% of adults with sleep apnea snored during childhood.64 Orthodontic therapy can successfully treat skeletal jaw discrepancies by modifying the direction of dentofacial growth25 and therefore, changing the phenotype of a specific morphogenetic pattern. However, the treatment success rate depends on several factors, including the contribution of gene-environmental interaction to the malocclusion and the capacity of the orthodontic and orthopaedic appliances to modify the skeletal pattern. Still, it is unknown whether it is possible to influence the skeletal bases beyond their genetically predetermined potential.22,65 The greater the genetic component, the lower the rate of success on the outcome of orthodontic treatment. For example, if the cause of a severe mandibular prognathism is primary genetic, the treatment is considered to be only palliative and an orthognathic surgery is required. The real therapy should be an eventual modification of the gene responsible for the mandibular prognathism, however this is yet a theoretical proposition. Nevertheless, the identification of major genes and determination of their biochemical action to a particular jaw discrepancy is the first approach necessary for the search of a solution.3

Further studies with randomized clinical trials on longitudinal cohorts of patients treated with different treatment approaches and also, genetic mapping and statistical techniques to family and twin data are the pathways to clarify the interaction of genotype and environment on the maxillo-mandibular discrepancies.12 If a precise skeletal malocclusion is influenced mostly by environmental factors, the objective would be then to identify the main cause and intercept the harmful influence on the normal development of the dentofacial structures.21,31 However, the challenge remains on how to determine the contribution of genetic and environmental factors in a specific skeletal malocclusion.

Early detection of the consequences of abnormal craniofacial development and assessment of orthodontic practices will validate the treatments used, establish practice parameters, and change the natural history of pediatric obstructive sleep apnea, thereby possibly preventing or delaying the development of sleep apnea in adulthood. With the advent of diagnostic techniques in the field of molecular genetics, the orthodontic treatment may take on a completely new direction. Such technological advances may open doors for the development of molecular approach to develop better strategies for the diagnostic, prevention and facilitate treatment modalities.65,66
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Maxillomandibular Advancement Surgery as a Treatment of Obstructive Sleep Apnea in a Patient with Cleidocranial Dysostosis: A Case Report

Heather Chance, DMD; Lee Pollan, DMD, MS
Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY

INTRODUCTION

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is characterized by intermittent but prolonged upper airway obstruction that disrupts normal ventilation during sleep. It is often associated with daytime somnolence, neurocognitive deficits, and an increased risk of cardiovascular events which leads to overall increased morbidity and mortality. The American Academy of Sleep Medicine classifies severity of OSAS based on the mean number of apneas and hypopneas per hour during sleep (AHI). Mild between 5 and 15, moderate 15–30, and severe greater than 30.

Cleidocranial dysostosis is an autosomal dominant congenital defect that involves the development of the teeth and bones. It is thought to involve the RUNX2 gene which is responsible for making a protein involved in cartilage and bone development and maintenance. Without the functioning gene, individuals with cleidocranial dysostosis may have osteopenia, underdeveloped or absent clavicles, delayed closure of the fontanels, and short stature. In terms of the facial skeleton, brachycephaly, frontal bossing, and hypertelorism are common. Dental abnormalities including delayed exfoliation of primary teeth, delayed eruption of the permanent dentition, malformed teeth, malocclusion, and multiple supernumerary teeth. In addition, many patients with cleidocranial dysostosis present with hearing loss and increased incidence of ear and sinus infections.

There is no current evidence to suggest a link between OSA and cleidocranial dysostosis and the treatment of a patient with both may present a challenge to the treating surgeon. With the typical presentation of multiple impacted supernumerary teeth, both the actual maxillomandibular advancement surgical osteotomies and fixation have the potential to be much more difficult.

REPORT OF CASE

A 51-year-old man with known cleidocranial dysostosis and obstructive sleep apnea presented to the University of Rochester, Strong Memorial Hospital Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery clinic for surgical evaluation. He was diagnosed with extremely severe OSA 7 years earlier (2006), with a polysomnographic examination that showed an apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) = 84 episodes/h; time of sleep with \( \text{SpO}_2 < 90\% \) = 17 min (5%); total sleep time (TST) = 347 min. At that point, he was treated with a CPAP that he was, unfortunately, unable to tolerate. He had a second polysomnographic examination in 2010 which again revealed extremely severe OSA with an (AHI) = 94 episodes/h; time of sleep with \( \text{SpO}_2 < 90\% \) = 135 min (49.8%); total sleep time (TST) = 313 min. The patient reported multiple episodes of falling asleep while driving and has had several minor motor vehicle accidents as a result. He has a past medical history significant for mild GERD, controlled hypertension, angina pectoris, and congestive heart failure (ejection fraction = 35%). He reported an untreated depression and felt that his constant feeling of fatigue was related.

The general physical examination revealed a well-nourished, well developed patient with a BMI on initial presentation of
37.9. He was, at that time, enrolled in a weight loss program. He presented with a flat profile, frontal bossing, and sunken nasal bridge. He had some degree of hearing loss bilaterally, present since birth. He had no nasal or sinus complaints, no soft palate, tonsillar, or tongue base hypertrophy though he did present with a Mallampati III airway with a maximum incisal opening of approximately 28 mm (Figures 1 and 2). He had multiple palpable and multiple non-palpable impacted teeth. The only erupted teeth present intraorally were teeth numbers 4, 5, 12, 21, 28, and primary teeth C, F, H, M, N, O, P, Q, R therefore there was no measurable occlusion (Figure 3).

A panoramic radiograph (Figure 4) revealed fully impacted teeth #1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 32. The ascending ramus are slightly narrow and the coronoid processes thin and pointed.

Lateral cephalogram (Figure 5) revealed a hypoplastic maxilla and mandible, and an obtuse mandibular plane angle (76.3 degrees, normal 65). Relative airway restriction in the anterior and posterior dimension is also visualized. Computed tomography (CT) scan obtained while the patient was entirely conscious, revealed narrowed upper airway space as well (Figure 6).

Due to the occlusal findings, the traditional orthognathic acrylic splint fabrication was difficult. Using the 14 teeth that were erupted with only 4 actually in occlusion, both the interim and final acrylic splints were made using these contacts as well as full contact with the attached gingival overly both the upper and lower alveolus. With so few erupted teeth, both preoperative orthodontics and intraoperative archbars were not possible for stabilization of the splints and the arches in their new position. Thus, intermaxillary fixation screws were planned for intraoperative stabilization.

Surgical treatment was performed under general anesthesia using a nasal endotracheal tube. Intermaxillary screws were placed first; 4 in the maxilla and 4 in the mandible, all 8 mm in length. The traditional horizontal incision and osteotomy were performed at the LeFort 1 level. As per usual surgical protocol, a double guarded nasal osteotome was used to separate the nasal...
septum from the nasal crest of the maxilla. The single guarded osteotome was then used to separate the lateral nasal wall/medial maxillary sinus wall. A small, then large, curved osteotome was used to separate the maxilla from the pterygoid plates, and a Rowe disimpaction forceps was used to disimpact that maxilla. Given the location of the multiple supernumerary teeth, many were included in the osteotomy and left in place. The interim acrylic splint was placed into the mouth and wired in place using the intermaxillary fixation wires. After adjusting and enlarging the piriform aperture, the maxilla was held up and into the final planned position, 10 millimeters anterior to the preoperative position, and secured with 4 L-shaped mini plates and 16 six-millimeter screws. The interim splint was removed and the maxilla was found to be stable in the new position.

The surgery was continued with bilateral sagittal split osteotomy of the mandible. Once again, the tradition approach and osteotomies were used. A proper split was obtained bilaterally and both the inferior alveolar nerve and full bony impacted teeth #17 and 32 were visualized and free of trauma. Given the highly impacted nature of these impacted teeth and the expected subsequent weakening of the mandible, they were left in place. After the final acrylic splint was placed and intermaxillary fixation was complete, the mandible was advanced 10 millimeters and fixated in place using 3 bicortical screws on the superior aspect of the mandible placed transcannaneously using a trocar. The intermaxillary fixation wires and intermaxillary fixation screws were removed in totality. The patient was advised to follow a liquid diet protocol during the 5 weeks postoperatively then was to resume normal diet.

The patient reported feeling more rested with less daytime somnolence within the first week postoperatively. He continued to improve over the first several weeks and transitioned easily from full liquid diet to solids as instructed. He reported easily working 12-hour shifts without the fatigue he used to feel prior to surgery. His mood was elevated and his outlook on life more positive. Clinically he appeared to be well-healed from a surgical standpoint, with no mobility of the segments, no mucosal dehiscence, no signs or symptoms of active infection. His postoperative radiographs revealed stable hardware and no acute or chronic complications of the teeth in the line of osteotomy (Figures 7–12).

On follow-up polysomnogram, done December 2013, the AHI dropped down to 21 episodes per hour of sleep, with only 3 minutes 45 seconds with an oxygen saturation below 90%, and a total sleep time (TST) of 394 minutes (Table 1).

**DISCUSSION**

It is well documented in the literature that maxillomandibular advancement (MMA) surgery increases anterior-posterior and medial-lateral airway size, which can help improve or eliminate OSA. In 2013, Sittitavornwong et al. demonstrated that, independent of age or gender, all patients who underwent MMA, showed an increase in airway cross-sectional area and a decrease in the pressure effort at every airway level after MMA. In general, as the airway obstruction worsens, a greater pressure effort is required to inspire a normal volume of air. Increasing the 3-dimensional airway space, should decrease this pressure effort, thus decreasing the work of breathing. By changing the skeletal framework, MMA increases the pharyngeal space, pulling the tongue and suprahypoid muscles...
Table 1—Comparison of preoperative and postoperative sleep study measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurements</th>
<th>09/11/2006</th>
<th>07/22/2010</th>
<th>12/06/2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total sleep time</td>
<td>347 min</td>
<td>313 min</td>
<td>351 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory events</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHI</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time saturation &lt; 90%</td>
<td>17 min, 23 sec</td>
<td>14 min, 56 sec</td>
<td>3 mins, 45 sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the setting of severe obstructive sleep apnea, cleidocranial dysostosis is not a contraindication for maxillomandibular advancement surgery, even with the presence of multiple impacted and missing teeth.

CONCLUSION
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A Case of Polysomnographic Changes Using a Twin-Block Appliance in a Child with Maxillary Protrusion

Hisashi Hosoya, DDS, PhD; Kawanabe Hitoshi, DDS, PhD; Fukui Kazunori, DDS, PhD

Division of Orthodontics and Dentofacial Orthopedics, School of Dentistry, Ohu University, Fukushima, Japan

INTRODUCTION

In previous studies, obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) has been associated with impaired growth hormone secretion in children. Adenoid hypertrophy, hypertrophic or allergic rhinitis, and posterior deviation of the maxilla or mandible are all risk factors for childhood OSA. Many studies have reported on childhood OSA treatments, such as continuous positive airway pressure, adenoidectomy, and different mandibular protrusion appliances. However, the treatment effects were unclear. The twin-block appliance (TB) has often been used for maxillary protrusion patients with retruded mandibles. Other studies have also suggested TB as an airway expansion treatment. Therefore, we examined that effects of the TB appliance on childhood OSAS.

REPORT OF CASE

A 9-year-old boy (weight: 42.8 kg; height: 149.6 cm; body mass index: 19.1 kg/m²) was referred to the dental clinic at Ohu University Hospital. The chief complaint was maxillary protrusion. There was excessive overbite and labial tipping of the maxillary incisors. Cephalometric findings indicated maxillary protrusion associated with a posteriorly positioned mandible. The airway anteroposterior width was narrow.

The subject was instructed to use a wristwatch-type pulse oximeter (PULSOX-Me3000, Teijin, Japan) while in bed for 3 nights. The data were analyzed using the equipment’s proprietary software (DS-Me, Minolta Co. Osaka Japan). We used the number of oxygen desaturations per hour (ODI) as an indicator of sleep-disordered breathing. The 2%, 3%, and 4% ODI scores represented the number of events per hour of recording time where blood oxygen levels decreased by 2%, 3%, or 4% or more. The sleep duration estimated by pulse oximetry was probably longer than the true total sleep time. In this case, the mean SpO₂ was 90%. Moreover, we measured SpO₂ and 2%, 3%, and 4% ODI on 2 nights (Table 1). From these results, we diagnosed the patient with skeletal II class malocclusion with a posteriorly positioned mandible and suspected childhood OSA.

This patient was treated with TB, an orthodontic functional appliance for protrusion of the mandible. We examined the craniofacial morphology, SpO₂, and ODI at 3 time points (initial, start of TB treatment, and 6 months after TB treatment). In the cephalometric radiograph, the area of the oropharynx (area outlined by extension of palatal plane to posterior pharyngeal wall, posterior surface of soft palate, line parallel to palatal plane from tip of soft plate to dorsal surface of tongue, posterior inferior surface of tongue, line parallel to palatal plane through tip of epiglottis, and posterior pharyngeal wall) had increased, and the hypopharynx (the area outlined by inferior border of oropharynx, posterior surface of epiglottis, line parallel to palatal plane through point C4, and posterior pharyngeal wall) had decreased, and the hypopharynx (the area outlined by inferior border of oropharynx, posterior surface of epiglottis, line parallel to palatal plane through point C4, and posterior pharyngeal wall) had decreased at the start of TB treatment. The 2%, 3%, and 4% ODI decreased at the start of treatment; however, the SpO₂ increased only 6 months after treatment.

From our results, 2% ODI immediately improved with TB treatment, but SpO₂ did not improve until 6 months later. In future, although nocturnal pulse oximetry may provide false positives, we will carefully examine the effect of TB treatment on skeletal and respiratory changes. The ODI changes in this study suggested that short-term TB treatment could improve childhood OSAS in those with posteriorly positioned mandibles.

Table 1—SpO₂ and ODI measurements in TB treatment by pulse oximeter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>TB Treatment Start</th>
<th>6 Months after TB Treatment Start</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SpO₂ (%)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2% ODI (times/h)</td>
<td>6.51</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3% ODI (times/h)</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4% ODI (times/h)</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONCLUSION

TB was associated with improvement in skeletal and respiratory outcomes. There was a difference in the timing of the effects on ODI and SpO$_2$. This suggested that long-term TB treatment was necessary to improve SpO$_2$.
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A Pitfall of an Orthodontic Approach to Pubescent Obstructive Sleep Apnea: A Case Report

Keiko Maeda, PhD; Eiki Itoh, PhD; Yoko Okawara, DDS; Yoichiro Takei, RPSGT; Mina Kobayashi, PhD; Yuichi Inoue, PhD; Satoru Tsuiki, PhD
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Orthodontic treatment has potential as a fundamental approach in pubescent obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) patients with a small mandible. However, pitfalls of such treatment have not been documented. We report the case of a 15-year-old OSA patient (apnea hypopnea index [AHI] = 7.6 events/h) with a small mandible in whom we attempted to improve OSA by promoting the growth of the mandible with a mandibular advancement device. The AHI was reduced to 0.8 events/h with the device in place. However, neither notable growth of the mandible nor improvement of OSA without the device in place was observed after a 5-year follow-up (AHI = 7.8 events/h). It was retrospectively concluded that the optimal timing as an orthodontic treatment had already passed when the patient was introduced to our clinic. Hence, an orthodontic approach should be considered as soon as we encounter pubescent OSA so as not to lose an available window for definitive treatment.

**Keywords:** obstructive sleep apnea, pubescent OSA, orthodontic treatment


---

**INTRODUCTION**

If the patient’s predisposing factor for obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is associated with a small mandible, the use of a mandibular advancement device (MAD) as an orthodontic approach is reasonable because nightly use of this device efficiently facilitates the growth of the mandible as long as patients are in the pubescent period, when mandibular growth can be expected in parallel with somatic growth. Conversely, we recently experienced a case who was treated by an MAD but did not show either a fundamental improvement of OSA or growth of the mandible. This case highlights a potential pitfall of an orthodontic approach to pubescent OSA unless it is provided at a particular timing.

**REPORT OF CASE**

A 15-year-old boy was diagnosed with mild OSA (apnea-hypopnea index [AHI] = 7.6 events/h), and was referred for oral appliance therapy using an MAD in our Sleep Apnea Dental Clinic. The patient had complained of frequent dozing off during school classes, chronic fatigue, and difficulty in waking up in the morning. His family reported loud snoring with episodes of apneas. His father was an untreated snorer who had experienced witnessed apneas. The score on the Japanese version of the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (JESS) at the patient’s first visit was 13. He had a thin physique with a BMI of 17.4 kg/m². There was no hypertrophy of the tonsil or adenoidal tissue, and no chronic nasal obstruction.

The initial cephalogram revealed that, while the position of the maxilla was normal, the mandible showed both a small size and retroposition in comparison with the Japanese standard values (79.9° for the sella to nasion to subspinal point angle [SNA—Japanese standard value = 81.4 ± 3.6°], 73.6° for the sella to nasion to supramental point [SNB; 79.6 ± 3.9°], and 6.3° for the subspinal point to nasion to supramental point angle [ANB; 1.8 ± 1.6°]). According to the physical development curve for Japanese males, his physical growth spurt appeared to be close to being over (Figure 1A). However, we reasoned that the use of an MAD could induce residual growth of the mandible. After a full explanation of the details, including the possible effects of an MAD on mandibular growth and OSA, both the patient and his mother decided to use the device. Written informed consent was obtained from the patient’s mother regarding the anonymous use of the patient’s data for presentation and/or publication.

An adjustable two-piece type MAD was prescribed at an 8 mm ventrally advanced mandibular position. At 2 months after initiation of therapy, the patient became accustomed wearing his MAD for an average of 6 to 7 days/week. A sufficient improvement of AHI was observed with an MAD in place (AHI = 0.8 events/h) after 3 months, when the resolution of snoring and a reduction in daytime sleepiness were confirmed (JESS = 10). However, neither notable growth of the mandible by the 5-year-use of MAD (80.0° of SNA, 72.5° of SNB, and 7.7° of ANB) nor improvement of OSA without an MAD was observed after a 5-year follow-up (AHI = 7.8 events/h) (Figure 1B).

**DISCUSSION**

Considering the good compliance with device usage in addition to the patient’s cooperation with treatment, we retrospectively concluded that the optimal timing for MAD as an
Orthodontic treatment had already passed when the patient was introduced to our clinic.

Although the concept of using an MAD for orthodontic treatment would be reasonable from the viewpoint of definitive therapy, there appear to be a few barriers that could weaken the feasibility of MAD therapy for a peripubertal OSA patient.

First, as in our case, it is still clinically difficult to prospectively consider whether the mandible can really be anticipated to grow further in a pubescent patient, although the physical developmental curve serves as a good reference. Second, the above significant limitation and the knowledge of craniofacial growth/development are, to some extent, specific, and thus unfamiliar to pediatric physicians as well as general dentists, unless they have specialized in sleep medicine.

This report, unlike the report of a similar pubescent OSA case who showed a favorable outcome with an MAD, emphasizes the difficulty of MAD treatment as an orthodontic option for pubescent OSA. It is unlikely that this difficulty lies in the specific technique of dental treatment, and instead may be the result of a delayed diagnosis, due perhaps to limited recognition of the characteristic features of craniofacial growth/development. We propose that pediatric physicians and general dentists should consider an orthodontic approach as soon as they encounter pubescent patients with OSA to avoid losing the pertinent window for definitive treatment.
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NEWS AND UPDATES

AADSM 2016 Educational Calendar of Events

AADSM Staff

AADSM National Office, Darien, IL

May 11
Q&A Webinar: The Effect of Growth and Development on OSA in the Pediatric and Adolescent Population

June 9–11
25th Anniversary Meeting
Denver, CO

August 9–November 1
Fall Study Club Program (live, web-based seminars)

September 17–18
Essentials of Dental Sleep Medicine Course
San Antonio, TX

November 5–6
Advances in Dental Sleep Medicine Course
Nashville, TN
Essentials of Dental Sleep Medicine Course
Nashville, TN